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‧Based on the body of CXP-APE, ICS now releasing a brand new CXP-APE SE with a new M-LOK handguard. The new CXP-APE SE comes in 

black or grey color options. Also two systems FET and S3 available. 

‧CXP-APE SE constructed with a high quality full metal aluminum alloy receivers, utilizing the reliable split gearbox for easy to disassemble and 

convenient to maintain and modify design. The monolithic upper rail featured offers an uninterrupted surface to mount accessories. The 

CXP-APE SE also improves upon standard M4 platforms by adding ergonomic features such as ambidextrous mag release, charging handle, 

and fire selectors making it perfect for both left and right handed shooters. 

‧These components combined provide a very stable, long lasting rifle out of the box. With reinforced Master Mods pre-installed internals on the 

S3 version, this CXP-APE SE will be an overall very strong external build in addition to a solid internal setup, making this airsoft gun out 

perform others on the field.
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All-metal M-LOK Rail 
Handguard

By CNC Machining and Hard Anodizing Process, the newly-adopted 
M-LOK Rail Handguard is able to keep a solid structure and is tough 
enough against scratch with less weight of itself.

Smart Trigger 
(SSS Version Only)

The smart trigger is able to distinguish whether it is time for Burst 
Mode (light touch) or Full-auto Mode (long, deep press) allows any 
airsofter plays more instinct and fast. As the new generation of the 
system has arrived, be ready to be the lightning on the field.



Short Stroke Trigger 
(SSS Version Only)

Shorter distance trigger travels, faster firing rate you can get. With 
pre-cocking mechanism, all your moves are able to go like a 
straight line.

Built-in MOSFET 
System

Play safe and stay long on the field is the condition not allowed to 
be compromised. MOSFET has lower resistence that will let the 
system wastes less power and produce less heat during the 
operation.

T-Dean Plug



ICS Unique Split
Gearbox Design

Simulating action of real firearms is crusial part of gaming
experience. The unique ICS-designed Split Gearbox provides
simulating action like disassembly of real firearms but also
accessibility to quick disassembly for work like maintenance and
upgrading.

Gearbox QD Spring
Guide Design

The war, the rule is always changing. The QD (Quick Detachable)
Spring Guide feature offers player a more efficient way to dismantle
and replace the spring to adapt the limitation and requirement of
the game in present.



Spring Release 
Function

The built-in ICS Spring Release mechanism actively protects the
spring, piston and your airsoft investment. Whenever the SAFE 
mode is selected, the spring is automatically released reducing 
wear off of the spring, and other internals.

EBB System

The ICS EBB (Electric Blow Back) system brings the most realistic
experience to a real firearm without sacrificing the durability and 
the shooting performance.

Charging Release Button



Upper Receiver

Constructed with CNC machined aluminum alloy with anodizing 
process. Surface is protected by layer of oxide, which protects 
receiver from deep scratches. And the monolithic upper rail offers 
an uninterrupted surface to mount accessories.

Adaptable Mode Switch 
and Mag Release

The ambidextrous selector lever and magazine release button
are availible to both right-handed and left-handed players in a 
single design.



Flip-up Sight

Iron sights quickly pop up and fold to deal with a variety of battle 
situations.

Tactical Windowed
T-MAG Magazine

The innovative 300-round high capacity magazine with ammunition 
viewing window provides players with the maximum support on 
their firepower.



SF1 Quick Response 
Foldable Stock 

Realistic and intuitive, designed specifically for the needs of quick 
engagement. Rapid deployable (Can be fully-extended directly, 
then adjusted to proper length with the adjust lever). Six-length 
adjustable, rear-wired design for larger battery compartment.

Adjustable Cheek Rest

Five height-level cheek Rest can be adjusted according to your 
aiming angle.

Steel Sling Swivel

Stock is Foldable



6061 Aluminum Piston Head
(MX-002)

6061 Aluminum Cylinder Head
(MX-001)

Full Steel Teeth Piston
(MX-007)

Master Hop 
Tensioner Nub 
(MX-005)
(Standard for SSS, MOSFET)

M4 Metal Cross Air 
Nozzle (30mm)
(MX-050)
(Standard for SSS, purchased 
separately for MOSFET)

MIM (Metal Injection 

Molding) Pinion and 

Bevel Gears
(Standard for SSS, MOSFET)

The CXP-APE SE (SSS ver. as default) is equipped with Metal Cross Air Nozzle, 
Master Hop Tensioner Nub, Cylinder and Piston Heads, Full Steel Teeth Piston, 
and MIM Pinion and Bevel gears, which provides you a performance-grade 
reinforced internal, no need for further upgrades.

Performance Grade Reinforced Internals
(Standard for SSS, optional for MOSFET)



MODEL OPTION

SPECIFICATIONS

Gun specs will be set differently according to the 
required settings from each market, the specifications 
listed above are for general use only.

Total Length

Inner Barrel Length

Weight

Muzzle Velocity

Magazine Capacity

Receiver Material

Motor

700-768mm

279mm

3055g

120m/s (394FPS)

300 rounds max.

Metal

EVO I 35000

ICS-232

IMG-232

ICS-232S3

IMG-232S3-1


